Name: _____________________________________

Chapter 9
1.

2.

Jacob kept his promise to Sarah by teaching her...
a. how to fix a roof.

b. how to ride a horse.

c. how to herd sheep.

d. how to chop wood.

Why are Caleb and Anna worried about Sarah going into town by herself?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

3.

4.

Caleb figured out what was missing from Sarah's drawing. What was it?
a. a haystack

b. the barn

c. a storm

d. colors

After Sarah returned home how did she respond to Caleb's fears?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

5.

What gifts did Sarah bring back from her trip into town?
a. three colored pencils

b. three sea shells

c. three pieces of candy

d. the slices of bread

Sarah bought those because ____________________________________________________ .
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ANSWER KEY

Chapter 9
1.

2.

Jacob kept his promise to Sarah by teaching her... b
a. how to fix a roof.

b. how to ride a horse.

c. how to herd sheep.

d. how to chop wood.

Why are Caleb and Anna worried about Sarah going into town by herself?
Caleb and Anna are worried about Sarah going into town by herself because they
fear she may never come back.

3.

4.

Caleb figured out what was missing from Sarah's drawing. What was it? d
a. a haystack

b. the barn

c. a storm

d. colors

After Sarah returned home how did she respond to Caleb's fears?
Sarah told Caleb that she would always miss the sea and her old home but if she
was to leave she would miss them more.

5.

What gifts did Sarah bring back from her trip into town? a
a. three colored pencils

b. three sea shells

c. three pieces of candy

d. the slices of bread

Sarah bought those because they are the colors of the sea.
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